
TRADITIONAL SHELVING 
UTILIZES SPACE

With traditional static shelving,  
a large percentage of floor space 
is wasted in aisles.

MOBILE SHELVING 
MULTIPLIES CAPACITY

Mobile Shelving doubles your  
grow capacity in your  
available footprint.

$$$
$$$

VS

S t o r a g e  S o l v e d®

GROW MORE in the SAME SPACE
Spacesaver helps growers fit more plants into any space. 

OPTIMIZE SPACE. BOOST YIELDS. MAXIMIZE PROFITS.

DECADES of SUCCESS
For more than 45 years, Spacesaver has been solving 
space challenges for institutions like the Smithsonian, 
the U.S. military, and hundreds of businesses and 
universities. We’re excited to bring our time-tested 
technologies to the cannabis industry, and we look 
forward to working with you!

• Sturdy, robust systems

• Made in Wisconsin, USA

• In-house engineering and manufacturing

• Local space planning and service

TRUST the EXPERTS
You’re the expert in growing, and we’re the experts 
at growing more. We can help you design the best 
system for your operation. 

 P Electrical and lighting systems

 P Compatible with flooring and drainage needs

 P Layout options

 P Mobile shelving control options

 P Phased installation available
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1-800-424-2432
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Spacesaver helps cannabis growers MAXIMIZE their SPACE and their PROFITS

Contact Spacesaver today  
for a FREE site assessment and quote 

www.spacesaver.com   
800.492.3434

This facility in the San Francisco Bay Area installed Spacesaver’s ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage System  
to gain higher yields in their flowering rooms. Because ActivRAC was originally designed for heavy-duty  
industrial applications, the systems can be of virtually any length (the ones pictured here are 42 feet long)  
and they can support multiple levels of shelving. The system consists of wide-span shelving mounted  
on “carriages” that move along rails installed along the floor.

The facility GAINED these BENEFITS
• Eliminated wasted space

• Improved airflow and light exposure

• Multiple levels of plants, lights, fans,  
and irrigation systems

• 

• Better ergonomics - Staff can easily  
open aisles and reach every plant

• Professional installation/minimal downtime

• Installed in phases


